In this paper, Poisson wavelets on n-dimensional spheres, derived from Poisson kernel, are introduced and characterized. We compute their Gegenbauer expansion with respect to the origin of the sphere, as well as with respect to the field source. Further, we give recursive formulae for their explicit representations and we show how the wavelets are localized in space. Also their Euclidean limit is calculated explicitly and its space localization is described. We show that Poisson wavelets can be treated as wavelets derived from approximate identities and we give two inversion formulae.
Introduction
Investigation of data on higher dimensional spheres has become more and more important in the last years. Recently, a nonzonal continuous wavelet transform for n-spheres was introduced [8] , being a generalization of wavelet transforms for the two-sphere [11, 10, 9] and for the three-sphere [3, 4, 5] (both based on the theory of singular integrals [2] ) to n-dimensional nonzonal case. Further development of this theory is to be found in [17] , and a special case of diffusive wavelets is studied in [7] . Only one different approach for continuous wavelet transform for n-spheres is known to the author, namely the wavelet transform based on group-theoretical considerations presented in [1] . Motivated by the fact that Poisson wavelets on the two-dimensional sphere [15] have shown to be useful in computations [14] , and that continuous wavelet transform with respect to them can be discretized and yields a frame [19] , in the present paper, we generalize this notion to n dimensions. In [18] we show that the wavelet transform can be discretized to a wavelet frame. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains basic information about analysis of functions on spheres. In Section 3 we introduce Poisson wavelets as derivatives of Poisson kernel located inside the unit ball, and we state their basic properties, such as Gegenbauer expansion with respect to the origin of the coordinate system. The Gegenbauer expansion of harmonic continuation of Poisson wavelets with respect to the location of the kernel is derived in Section 4. In Section 5 we give explicit expressions for Poisson wavelets as irrational functions of the first spherical coordinate θ 1 (since they are zonal functions) and the distance r of the source location from the origin of coordinate system. Using them, in Section 6 we compute the space localization of wavelets, and using the representation from Section 4 we find explicit expressions for the Euclidean limit in Section 7. In the end, we show that Poisson wavelets are bilinear (Section 8) and linear (Section 9) wavelets according to definitions given in [17] , and consequently that they possess all the advantageous properties of these constructions. In particular, we give two inversion formulae for the wavelet transform with respect to Poisson wavelets.
Preliminaries

Functions on the sphere
By S n we denote the n-dimensional unit sphere in (n+1)-dimensional Euclidean space R n+1 with the rotation-invariant measure dσ normalized such that
where λ and n are related by
The surface element dσ is explicitly given by
) are spherical coordinates satisfying
. . x n−1 = sin θ 1 sin θ 2 . . . sin θ n−2 cos θ n−1 , x n = sin θ 1 sin θ 2 . . . sin θ n−2 sin θ n−1 cos ϕ, x n+1 = sin θ 1 sin θ 2 . . . sin θ n−2 sin θ n−1 sin ϕ.
x, y or x · y stand for the scalar product of vectors with origin in O and endpoints on the sphere. As long as it does not lead to misunderstandings, we identify these vectors with points on the sphere.
and by • we denote the induced L 2 -norm. Gegenbauer polynomials C λ l of order λ, λ ∈ R, and degree l ∈ N 0 , are defined in terms of their generating function
and they are explicitly given by Let Q l denote a polynomial on R n+1 homogeneous of degree l, i.e., such that Q l (az) = a l Q l (z) for all a ∈ R and z ∈ R n+1 , and harmonic in R n+1 , i.e., satisfy-
n , is called a hyperspherical harmonic of degree l. The set of hyperspherical harmonics of degree l restricted to S n is denoted by H l = H l (S n ). H l -functions are eigenfunctions of Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆ * := ∆| S n with eigenvalue −l(l + 2λ), further, hyperspherical harmonics of distinct degrees are orthogonal to each other. The number of linearly independent hyperspherical harmonics of degree l is equal to
Every L 1 (S n )-function f can be expanded into Laplace series of hyperspherical harmonics by
where Y l (f ; x) is given by
For zonal functions (i.e., those depending only on θ 1 = ê, x , whereê is the north-pole of the sphereê = (1, 0, . . . , 0)) we obtain the Gegenbauer expansion
with Gegenbauer coefficientŝ
where c is a constant that depends on l and λ. Such functions are identified with functions over the interval [−1, 1], i.e., whenever it does not lead to mistakes, we write
With this notation we have
i.e., the function
is the reproducing kernel for H l .
Definition and basic properties
In the next three sections, we introduce Poisson wavelets on n-spheres and prove their basic properties. It is a generalization od ideas from [14, 15, 16] to the case of n-dimensional spheres. Our motivation is the fact that zonal Poisson wavelets on S 2 and also their directional counterpart have proven to be of great practical importance and very handful for implementation [14, 6, 13] . Since in the recent years investigation of objects in higher dimensions becomes popular (e.g., in crystallography [3, 4, 5] ), we want to propose an ananalytic tool for their analysis. Let the Poisson kernel for the unit sphere be given,
where ζ, y ∈ R n+1 , r = |ζ| < |y| = 1 and θ is the angle between the vectors ζ and y, i.e.,
compare [20] . Without loss of generality, suppose ζ lies on the positive x 1 -axis, i.e., ζ = rê.
In this case, θ is the θ 1 -coordinate of y. Since
we obtain by the generating function equation (1) 
compare also Theorem IV.2.10 and Theorem IV.2.14 in [20] . Note that
is the field caused by a monopole inside the unit ball,
where δ ζ is the Dirac measure located at ζ, consequently,
where Ψ m ζ denotes the field caused by a multipole,
Definition 3.1 Poisson wavelet of order m, m ∈ N, at a scale a, a ∈ R + , is given recursively by
Lemma 3.2 Gegenbauer expansion of Poisson wavelets is given by
Proof. Use formula (4).
Lemma 3.3
Poisson wavelet of order m is a sum of fields caused by multipoles,
Proof. Apply m times the operator (r∂ r ) to the equation (5).
Harmonic continuation
A remarkable feature of Poisson wavelets is that they possess a representation as a finite sum of hyperspherical harmonics, however, such centered in the point where the field source (multipole) is located. Moreover, a harmonic continuation exists to functions over the space with the source point excluded.
Proposition 4.1 Poisson wavelets g m a , m ∈ N, can be uniquely harmonically continued to functions over R n+1 \ {rê}. They are given by
where
and the coefficients α m l are recursively given by
The proof is analogous to the proof of [15, Proposition 1] . Proof. Let x ∈ R n+1 be different from rê. For its distance from rê we obtain the expression
|x| and cos θ =x ·ê. According to (1) we have
and therefore
Consequently, for a field caused by a multipole located at ζ = rê we may write
We put this expression into (7) and obtain the representation (8) 
Proof. Apply the operator
to the equation (9).
Explicit expressions
In this section we derive explicit formulae for Poisson wavelets as irrational functions of the first spherical variable. This is one of the features that makes them suited for applications. Note that Gauss-Weierstrass wavelets [9, Sec. 10] as well as all the discrete wavelets investigated in [9, Sec. 11] are given only as Laplace series.
Proposition 5.1 Poisson wavelets of order m ∈ N are represented by
where 
for an even k and
for an odd k.
The proof for the two-dimensional case is given in [16] . Proof. For m = 1 we compute the wavelet as ar∂ r p rê with p rê given by (3) and obtain
Suppose, g m a has the representation (11). Since
for m + 1 we obtain by (6)
Collecting the powers of cos θ leads to
where the coefficients
and
are given by
The derivative of R m k is equal to
for an odd k. Therefore, the for the coefficients of the polynomials B 
Localization of the wavelets
In order to prove that Poisson wavelets as introduced in Section 3 are indeed wavelets in the sense of definition from [8] or [17] , we need to show that the wavelets are localized in space. More exactly, the following inequality
holds uniformly in a for a constant c. The lemmas, the theorem, and the corollary in this section are analogous and they can be proven along the same lines as those in [19, Section 5] .
Lemma 6.1 Let Q m , m ∈ N, be a sequence of polynomials in two variables satisfying the recursion 
where Q 1 is a polynomial satisfying (14) and λ is a positive integer or halfinteger. Then, for any k ≥ 2[m/2] + 2λ there exists a constant c such that
uniformly in r. For m ≥ 2, the number 2[m/2] + 2λ is the smallest possible exponent k. If Q 1 (1, y) has a simple root in 1, then 2λ is the smallest possible exponent k on the right-hand-side of (15) for m = 1. 
uniformly in a. m + n is the largest possible exponent in this inequality.
Corollary 6.6
The functions (a, θ) → a n g m a (cos θ) are bounded by c · e −a uniformly in θ, and n is the smallest possible exponent.
Euclidean limit
It is easy to verify that normalized Poisson wavelets satisfy conditions of [17, Theorem 3.4] . Consequently, the have the Euclidean limit property, i.e. there exists a function f : [0, ∞) → C, square integrable with respect to x n−1 dx, and such that lim
holds point-wise for every ξ ∈ R n , where S −1 denotes the inverse stereographic projection. for a function ψ, we need to verify whether conditions of the following definition are satisfied.
Theorem 7.1 The Euclidean limits of Poisson wavelets are given by
-functions is called spherical wavelet if it satisfies the following admissibility conditions:
with c independent of R.
Theorem 8.2 Normalized Poisson wavelets
are wavelets in the sense of Definition 8.1.
In the proof a property of Poisson wavelets is imposed, which we would like to state on its own.
Lemma 8.3
Poisson wavelets of order m ∈ N 0 satisfy
with a constant c independent of a.
Proof. We change the variables t = cos θ and divide the integration interval into two parts: 0 ≤ θ ≤ a and a ≤ θ ≤ 1. For small values of θ we use the estimation from Corollary 6.6, and for big values of θ the estimation from Theorem 6.5. Since sin θ ≤ θ, we have
Proof of Theorem 8.2. ψ m is normalized such that (17) holds. In order to prove that (18) is satisfied, note that by the reproducing property of
and further
with
where W m is a polynomial (of degree 2m − 1). Consequently, (19) is a weighted sum of Poisson wavelets at the scale 2R, and according to the Lemma 8.3, it is uniformly L 1 -bounded with respect to the weight (1 − t 2 ) λ−1/2 , as required.
Consequently, all the definitions and theorems from [8] and [17] concerning bilinear wavelets apply to Poisson wavelets. In particular, the wavelet transform is given by
, where g m a,x denotes the wavelet rotated to x and f ∈ X (S n ), and it can be inverted in X -sense by
where X denotes the space of C or L p , 1 ≤ p < ∞. Further, the image of the bilinear wavelet transform with respect to Poisson wavelets is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space with scalar product Note that Abel-Poisson wavelet introduced in [11] can be treated as Poisson wavelet of order 1/2.
Linear wavelet transform
In a similar way we prove that Poisson wavelets yield linear wavelet analysis. Let us recall Definition 4.1 from [17] .
Definition 9.1 Let {Ψ L a } a∈R+ be a family of zonal L 2 -functions such that the following admissibility conditions are satisfied:
Then {Ψ L a } a∈R+ is called a spherical linear wavelet. The associated wavelet transform is defined by
for all f ∈ L 2 (S n ). Note that the wavelet transform is the same as in the bilinear case. The inversion formula, however, is given by
in C and L p , 1 ≤ p < ∞, sense. This means that the wavelet transform with respect to Poisson wavelets defined in Section 3 can be inverted with any of the formulae (20) respectively (21) .
Further, note that Abel-Poisson L-wavelet introduced in [11] is a Poisson wavelet of order 1.
